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However, the construction of the classifier from MEG
signals is a challenging process because of the complicated
nature of the MEG signals, which are multi-channel time
series with noise. Besides, the construction of the classifier
not only needs a perfect feature extraction method, but also
requires a good classification algorithm.
There exist several feature extraction methods for multichannel time series such as Electroencephalography and
MEG signals [10]–[12] to construct efficient classifiers.
Recently, the Riemannian approach employed in the feature
extraction process enables direct manipulation of multichannel signal covariance matrices, which are used as
features. Among existing feature extraction methods,
Riemannian approach is highly competitive and usually
superior to the other feature extraction methods such as
Common Spatial Pattern and Linear Discriminant Analysis
[12], [13].
In the last few years, due to their superior classification
capability, the deep neural networks (DNN) [14]–[17] have
been extensively utilized in classification problems. In most
cases, the DNN has exhibited surprising classification
performance over conventional classification methods [18],
[19], including support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest
neighbours (KNN), naive Bayes (NB) and decision trees
(DT), because of its capability of generating new features
from raw features [20], [21]. Therefore, DNNs can be used
as a classifier for features extracted from MEG signals.
In this study, we present a deep neural network classifier
for decoding human brain based on MEG. Indeed, this MEG
decoding technique offers the ability of the Riemannian
approach to reduce the dimension of the MEG signals and
the capability of DNN to construct an efficient classifier
which produces excellent results. DNN classifiers trained
with high-level features clearly outperform state-of-the-art
methods on a MEG data set.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we review the DNN classifier. In Section III, we
describe how to apply our approach to MEG signals and we
show our experimental results with statistical analyses.
Conclusions are presented in Section IV.

1Abstract—Magnetoencephalography(MEG) is an emerging
medical signal processing methodology that uses the magnetic
field of brain to decode internal brain activity. However, MEG
signals are very complicated and usually corrupted with
significant amount of noise. Therefore, it is not easy to directly
understand how the human brain responds to visual stimulus
by analysing the MEG signals without utilizing advanced signal
processing techniques such as feature extraction and
classification. The feature extraction of MEG signals can be
accomplished by applying the Riemannian approach.
Moreover, the extracted features can be classified by
classification algorithms such as SVM and KNN to complete
the decoding process. However, these classification methods
don’t produce satisfying results as the number of features is
very high. In this paper, the classification problem of MEG
signals is addressed and a deep neural network based classifier
is proposed to classify the MEG signals that were produced as
the brain output for two different types of visual stimuli. The
visual stimuli comprise a data base of faces and scrambled
faces. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
classifier exhibits superior classification performance over the
other competing methods used in the paper.

Index Terms—Autoencoder; brain decoding; deep neural
network; magnetoencephalography; Riemannian approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
The human brain has an excellent visual system, which
has the ability to capture the “gist” of a scene within the
millisecond time scale [1]. Therefore, several research
studies have been made to predict the behaviour of the
visual system by decoding brain state from neural response
signals such as MEG [2]–[6]. MEG signals with many time
series have been extensively utilized for understanding how
the human brain works [2]. A strength of MEG is that it is
suitable for studying human brain dynamics, and has a
perfect temporal resolution (i.e. 1 kHz) [3].
Brain decoding finds a connection between a stimulus
[7]–[9], e.g. a visual cue, and a mental activity, which can
be predicted by MEG signals. Trials obtained by the signals
and the category of the stimulus are collected to construct a
classifier during a brain decoding experiment. The classifier
can be used to decode the mental content of the human brain
which maps the input stimulus to the MEG signals.

II. METHOD
DNNs attempt to model a high-level abstraction in a data
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set by using building blocks consisting of multiple nonlinear
transformations [15]. The deep neural network classifier
presented in this paper consists of an autoencoder and a
softmax classifier.
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A. Autoencoder
An autoencoder is a simple neural network shown in
Fig. 1 which generates its own input. An autoencoder
consists of two parts. The first one is an encoder that takes
an input x and maps it to (usually) a lower dimensional
representation c. The second one is a decoder that tries to
reconstruct the original signals x̂ [22], [23]. The aim of
training an autoencoder is to minimize the error between
input x and its output x̂ as much as possible by training the
autoencoder, whose weights W and biases b are tuned with a
convenient optimization algorithm. The objective function
of the autoencoder consists of three parts as follows [24]
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below is the mean activation value of j th neuron in the
hidden layer of the autoencoder [24]
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where the activation function of the j th neuron of the
hidden layer is f j .
B. Softmax Classifier
A softmax classifier is a supervised layer of the deep
classifier which generalizes logistic regression defined as
follows

(1)
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where fθ (x) is a sigmoid function, which is trained with

c(k) , y(k)  for k  1 S ;

c(k) is the output of the hidden

layer of the autoencoder and y (k) denotes the labelled data
sets. The cost function of the softmax classifier tries to
decrease the discrepancy between y (k) and model output by
tuning the θ which represents the model parameters.

Fig. 1. An autoencoder network.

C. Training of the Deep Neural Network Classifier

The first part EM at the objective function is the mean
square error which is given as
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face or a scrambled face which is represented with 1 or 0
respectively. The training procedure of the DNN classifier is
as follows:
1. First, the autoencoder is trained to minimize the error

(3)

between the input vectors
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of the autoencoder. This training

process is completely unsupervised.
2. Secondly, the softmax classifier is trained with the data
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and

are labels representing the face and

scrambled face.
3. Thirdly, the encoder part of the trained autoencoder
and the trained softmax classifier are combined to
construct the DNN classifier. The decoder part of the
autoencoder is not used in this process.

where  is the weight of the sparsity penalty term and

KL   ˆ j

x(1) , x(2)  x(k)  , which are

features extracted from the MEG signals, and the output

ER has a regularization term  used to prevent
overfitting of the objective function.
The third part ES imposes a sparsity constraint, which
allows the autoencoder to discover interesting features in the
hidden layer
N



DNN classifier y (1) , y (2)  y (k) is the label representing a

of the samples.
The second part is defined as follows



of the DNN classifier is

features of the MEG signals. The features are extracted by
using the Riemannian geometry [14], which manipulates the
covariance matrices of the MEG signals. The output of the

(2)
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is the Kullback-Leibler divergence which is

defined as follows [23], [24]
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and the regularization term   0.003. Moreover, setting
the hidden layer size of the autoencoder to a small number
such as 5 reduces the computational cost of the optimization
problem.
9414 examples or trials with 2176 features are randomly
sorted for training the DNN and the-state-art-methods such
as SVM, KNN, NB, DT are applied to the data. The
classifiers are applied with 5-fold cross validation technique,
which divides the trials into five parts for each method. Four
of the five part trials are provided as training, and a fifth trial
is withheld for testing. This is done such that each trial part
is analysed as the test trial one time to obtain an average
classification across all five repetitions collected. The
experiment is repeated for thirty times for each classification
technique.
The results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 2 and the
average values of the thirty experiments are shown in
Table I. As it is seen from this table, the performances of the
KNN, NB and DT classification methods are nearly the
same, with the KNN being slightly better than the NB and
DT. Besides, the SVM exhibits relatively better results for
MEG signal’s features, which are nonlinear complex data
sets with high dimension features. The proposed classifier,
however, demonstrates the best classification performance
of all with considerable differences. The DNN classifier not
only conveniently reduces the huge dimension of the feature
space, i.e. from 2176 features to only 5, but it also produces
significant classification performances.
The obtained results are supported with statistical
analyses. The Mann-Whitney U test is applied to
experiments repeated for thirty times because of nonhomogeneity of distribution of the results and the results are
demonstrated in TABLE II where mean difference, Z-value
p-value and significance are shortly denoted as MD, Z, p
and sig, respectively. It is seen that the DNN classifier is a
very efficient classifier with p value  0 where statistical

4. Finally, the constructed DNN is trained with data sets

x
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 to allow the fine-

tuning of the parameters of the autoencoder and softmax
classifier.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Description of the Data Set
The performance of the presented classifier is investigated
on a MEG data set where subjects were presented with
visual stimuli, which composed of the faces and the
scrambled faces. The human brain decoding with the MEG
signals is achieved by using the trained DNN classifier,
which can predict whether the subjects see the face or the
scrambled face from the MEG signals. The data set is
originally created by [25] and modified in the
“Dec2Meg2014” competition [5], [26]. The data set contains
16 subjects with 580 trials, therefore the entire data set
comprises 9414 trials.
The MEG signals have 306 channels, each with a time
duration of 1.5 seconds and sampled at 250 Hz. Before the
feature extraction process, the first 0.5 second of the signals,
where the stimulus is presented to the subject, is discarded.
After that, a band pass filter having a pass band of 1 Hz–
20 Hz is applied to the obtained signals. Following this, a
spatial filter is applied to signals for the purposes of
dimensionality reduction and signal-to-noise ratio
enhancement. Finally, a total of 2176 features used for
classification are obtained by the Riemannian approach [27]
for the signals.
Method
DNN
SVM
KNN
NB
DT

TABLE I. COMPARATION TABLE.
Average
STD
80.85
0.13
78.01
0.24
72.84
0.69
71.92
0.17
68.36
0.70

AUC
0.81
0.78
0.72
0.72
0.69

significance is accepted at p value  0.05.

B. Simulation Results
The objective of the simulation in this application is to
develop the DNN classifier that can identify the MEG signal
as belonging to either one of the two classes: a face or a
scrambled face. The DNN classifier has two parts. The first
part is the autoencoder part, which is trained in an
unsupervised fashion to obtain hidden features and to
decrease the number of features used for classification. The
second part is the softmax layer, which is trained in a
supervised fashion with features obtained from the
autoencoder part and labels to classify MEG signals. For
developing an efficient DNN classifier, some tuning
parameters such as sparsity, the regularization term and the
weight of the sparsity penalty term must be determined.
However, there is no analytical strategy to choose the best
values for these parameters, which will yield the best
experimental results for a given simulation. Therefore, the
values of these parameters are heuristically chosen and
experimentally validated for the simulation. In the
simulations performed in this study, the values proposed in
the references [23], [24] are used. These are chosen for the
sparsity   0.01 , the weight of the sparsity penalty   1

Fig. 2. Accuracy values of the runs.

Both classification accuracy and statistical analyses
confirm that the DNN classifier performs better than the
other methods. In order to obtain a more objective
comparison, receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graphs
are drawn to verify the obtained experimental results. The
ROC is an important statistical procedure to measure and
visualize the performance of a classifier and to compare
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classification methods [28]. For each classifier, the ROC is
demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the DNN has the best
performance with the highest area-under-curve (AUC)
value, which can be seen from Table I. AUC (i.e. maximum
value = 1, minimum value = 0) is the area under the ROC.
The higher AUC value means a better performance [28].

are applied to classify such a complex signal (i.e., the MEG
signals) with too much noise, but they usually exhibit poor
performance. In this paper, we have presented a very
efficient DNN based classifier for decoding the human brain
activity from MEG signals.
Our simulations and experimental studies both
demonstrate the superior performance of the DNN classifier
over other traditional methods such as SVM, NB, KNN and
DT. It should be pointed out that the DNN classifier needs
relatively more time for training than the other methods used
in this paper.
As a future work, other possible applications of the
proposed DNN classifier should be further explored in both
clinical and nonclinical domains. The DNN classifier may
be used to study and compare the functional roles of
different cortical regions of brain when performing specific
brain tasks. It may, in turn, serve as a powerful tool for
many different clinical applications.

TABLE II. THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST RESULTS.
MD
Z
p
Sig.
DNN-SVM
2.840
-6.653
0.000
DNN
DNN-KNN
8.006
-6.653
0.000
DNN
DNN-DT
8.925
-6.653
0.000
DNN
DNN-NB
12.482
-6.653
0.000
DNN

IV. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of DNN classifier is to classify the MEG
signals for decoding the visual stimuli from the human
brain. In the literature, various signal processing algorithms

Fig. 3. The ROC curve with respect to the best accuracy of the DNN.
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